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Strong Mode Localization in Nearly Periodic
Disordered Structures
Christophe Pierre* and Philip D. Chaf
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan
An investigation of the effects of disorder on the dynamics of nearly periodic structures is presented. Emphasis is
placed on the study of mode localization and vibration-confinement phenomena for mistuned assemblies of coupled,
mufti-degree-of-freedom component systems. Perturbation methods are developed and applied to predict the occur-
rence of localized modes and analyze their characteristics. Strong localization is shown to occur for weak coupling
between component systems. Furthermore, a "modal" coupling parameter is defined that governs the possibility for
localization in a given mode. Generally speaking, higher modes are shown to be more susceptible to localization than
lower ones, and localization is unavoidable if the mode number is large enough. The occurrence of localization is also
shown to be dependent upon the location of the coupling constraint between the component systems.
I. Introduction
STRUCTURAL systems are commonly investigated byassuming that their parameters are known precisely, even
though manufacturing and material tolerances result in
parameter uncertainties and structural irregularities that can
affect their dynamics significantly. The assumption of struc-
tural regularity is perhaps most critical when studying nomi-
nally periodic structures, since it has been observed that the
presence of irregularities in such structures may inhibit the
propagation of vibration. Depending on the magnitudes of
both the disorder and the internal coupling, the irregularities
may localize the vibration modes and confine the energy to a
region close to the source. This phenomenon, referred to as
normal mode localization, has excited considerable interest in
solid-state physics1"4 over the years and more recently was
rediscovered in the field of structural dynamics.5"15 A survey of
mode localization phenomena in structures can be found in the
review paper by Ibrahim.16
Nearly periodic structures made of weakly coupled compo-
nent systems have closely spaced eigenvalues that make them
highly sensitive to small irregularities. The modes of such
tuned, or periodic, structures extend throughout the structure,
whereas the modes of the corresponding mistuned, or disor-
dered, structures undergo drastic changes to become localized
about a few component systems. Research by the present au-
thor and others has shown that strong mode localization oc-
curs for assemblies of weakly coupled component systems such
as chains of coupled pendulums,5"7 bladed-disk assemblies,8'9
and some large space structures.10'11 Disordered multispan
structures with irregularly spaced constraints have been shown
to be susceptible to mode localization as well, through both
theoretical and experimental studies.12-13 Most of the previous
work on localized vibrations of assemblies of component sys-
tems concerns s/«g7e-degree-of-freedom (DOF) substructures,
although the research by Valero and Bendiksen8 and Cornwell
and Bendiksen11 on the occurrence of localization in mistuned
shrouded blade assemblies and in large space reflectors, respec-
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lively, should be noted. Both of these studies, however, used a
finite-element representation of the subsystems, whereas the
present work chooses a component mode synthesis procedure
that leads to general results.
The modes of chains of single-DOF oscillators have been
extensively studied,5"7 and localization has been shown to oc-
cur when both the irregularities and the interoscillator coupling
are small. In other words, localization will occur if the tuned
eigenvalues are clustered in a small band. It was also shown
that the degree of localization depends only upon the ratio of
disorder to coupling and that localization becomes more pro-
nounced as this ratio increases. In Ref. 7, perturbation meth-
ods were used systematically to conduct the investigation.
Hodges5-12 showed that irregularities may also result in the
confinement of forced vibrations near the source of excitation.
Localized modes in disordered structural systems may result
in either beneficial or damaging consequences. For instance,
localized vibrations in mistuned blade assemblies may be dam-
aging because the stresses remain localized and thus lead to
blade fatigue. Serious negative consequences also can be ex-
pected for the robustness and stability of active control systems
for large space structures if their design is based upon erro-
neous extended modes of the ordered structure. However, for
the same large space structures, localization could also be used
as a means of confining vibrations to a region close to the
source of disturbance. In all cases, because small irregularities
lead to such drastic phenomena, it is important to explore the
underlying physical mechanisms of mode localization.
This paper investigates the strong localization of the modes
of free vibration of disordered structures made of coupled
multi-DO¥ component systems. In the first part of the paper,
the equations of motion are derived by describing each subsys-
tem by its modal representation, and perturbation methods are
applied to predict the occurrence of strongly localized modes
and analyze their characteristics. These methods, in addition to
their low cost, provide an important physical insight into local-
ization. A "modal" coupling is then defined that determines the
possibility of strong localization in a given mode. In the second
part of the paper, the general theory is applied to a system
made of coupled component beams. The motivation for this
study is that a cyclic assembly can be regarded as a simple
model of a bladed disk. Numerical results are presented, and
the localization of the modes is discussed in terms of the
strength of the interbeam coupling, the mode number, and the
location of the coupling constraint.
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II. Disordered Assemblies of Component Systems
Equations of Motion
The chain of oscillators of Ref. 7 can be generalized by
replacing each pendulum with a multi-DOF subsystem. In this
part, the modes of vibration of a disordered assembly of N
coupled, continuous (or possibly discrete) component systems
are studied. Each structural component system is described by
its modal representation; hence, the approach is general. The
equations of free motion are derived by a component mode
analysis17 as follows.
Assemblies such as the one shown in Fig. 1 are studied. For
the sake of simplicity, one-dimensional component systems are
considered, although this can be generalized (for example, see
Ref. 6). The ordered, or tuned, assembly consists of identical
subsystems. The free modes of the nominal (unperturbed)
component system are [/l/,^•(*)]/= I,...,M, where Mis the number
of component modes included in the analysis, A/ the square of
the natural frequency, and (/>, the associated mode shape. When




where the subscript / refers to the component mode number
and the superscript j designates the component system number;
x is the position along the component systems; d^\ and dfa are
the /th mode perturbations for the y th component system, re-
sulting from structural and material irregularities. (For sim-
plicity, the domain of the component systems is assumed to
remain unperturbed.) Note that dk{ is the dimensionless mis-
tuning, a first-order quantity. These component mode pertur-
bations can be easily determined from the structural parameter
perturbations by applying the perturbation theory for the ei-
genvalue problem;18'19 clearly they include first- as well as
higher-order terms in the parameter perturbations.
The coupling between the component systems is represented
by identical springs (or massless axial members) of stiffness k.
Small variations of this stiffness throughout the assembly are
believed to have small effects (leading to weak localization
behavior15), and thus are not considered. For the y'th compo-
nent system, the coupling constraint is located at xj9 and the
corresponding deflection wj(xj) is denoted by wj.
The deflection of the jth component system is expanded as
(3)
where Y\{ is the /th normal coordinate for the y th component
system. The kinetic energy of the system is
1
(4)
where M, denotes the /th generalized mass for an individual
component system. Note that the component modes have not
been normalized. However, for a given component mode num-
ber, the generalized masses have been chosen to be identical for
all component systems. This is natural if perturbation methods
for the eigenvalue problem are used to obtain the modes of the
mistuned component systems from the ones of the nominal
component system, since these methods conserve the general-
ized masses. The strain energy of the system is
(5)
where MtXjt is the /th modal stiffness for the jth component
system. By definition, w° = WN+ l = 0. The TV constraints are
M
i= 1
and the Lagrangian of the system is given by
(6)
(7)
where the various a-7 are the Lagrange multipliers. Applying
Hamilton's principle, the equations of free motion are found to
be, in addition to the constraints in Eq. (6),
(8)
k(-wj~ l + 2wJ-wJ+l) - <*j = 0, j = l,...,N (9)
Eliminating the Lagrange multipliers and assuming simple har-
monic motion of frequency a> yields
/= 1
'(*, + ,)] = 0
(10)
Beam 1 Beam 2 Beamj
w j(x)c
m




Fig. 1 Assembly of coupled component systems (beams).
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Defining the vector of normal coordinate amplitudes ij of di-
mension NM as
a^ffii fji a1 \ \f;N aN tiN ~\T l\\\1 — W l v • > > / / > • • • » ' / J l f | — • • • ! * ? 1 v.'J i >• • •> ' / Ml (ll>
Equation (10) can be written in matrix form as
:0 (12)
where
where [/] is the identity matrix and [A] is an NM by NM block
tridiagonal matrix given by
•-. • • - [0] ... [0]
[0] :
[0] [aij-1] [aJJ] [aij+l] [0]
: [0] ', ', •-.
[0] ... [0] '.. •-.
The M by M submatrices [akj] are defined by
(13a)
where $y is the M vector of modal deflections at x,\
(13b)
( 14)
Note that <^0/r is an M by M matrix that can be regarded as
a matrix of modal influence coefficients between the constraint
locations of two component systems; k/Mf is the coupling nat-
ural frequency for the /th component mode. The submatrices
constituting [A] correspond to component systems, while the M
rows and columns of these submatrices refer to component
modes. For an assembly of single-DOF systems, M = 1 and the
submatrices reduce to scalar quantities.
Perturbation Methods
The occurrence (or nonoccurrence) of strongly localized
modes can be predicted by applying perturbation theory for the
eigenvalue problem. Moreover, the characteristics of localized
modes can be analyzed by a modified perturbation scheme.
This has been presented in Ref. 7 for a chain of single-DOF
oscillators and is generalized here to an assembly of component
systems. In order to study the relative orders of magnitude of
the elements of [^4], it is convenient to nondimensionalize it by
dividing the /th rows of the submatrices [a^1] by the corre-
sponding eigenvalue of the nominal component system Af. This
yields the generalized eigenvalue problem:
{[A] -co2[DIAG[diag(lM,)]]}i; =0 (15)
where [DIAG[diag(l/>^)]] is an NM by NM diagonal matrix
made of N identical M by M diagonal submatrices of generic
element I/A/; [A] is given by
= [diag(l
(16b)
where Rl =fc/(Af/AI-) is the dimensionless ratio of the spring
stiffness to the modal stiffness for the /th component mode or,
equivalently, the ratio of the square of the modal coupling
natural frequency k/Mj to the square of the /th component
frequency A f; hence, Rj can be regarded as a modal stiffness
ratio governing the coupling between component systems.
Note that R? decreases as the component mode number in-
creases, because Af increases with /.
For simplicity, identical constraint locations are considered
in the subsequent developments, i.e., xc =x/, j = 1,...JV. Sev-
eral cases are discussed.
Strong Coupling in All Component Modes
Here finite or large values of the stiffness k are considered. It
is also assumed that all of the modal stiffness ratios (Rj)i= l5...,M
are finite, i.e., on the order of one. Furthermore, it is assumed
that the modal deflections at the constraint location are not
small. In brief, the elements of the submatrices [diag(J??)]0fc^f
are not small, but on the order of one or larger. Then all of the
elements of [A] have approximately the same order of magni-
tude, and the usual perturbation theory for the eigenvalue
problem (referred to here as the classical perturbation method)
can be used. The unperturbed system is the tuned one, and the
perturbation consists of the (modal) mistuning among the











and <t> = [<t>l(xc),...,it>M(xc)]T is the vector of modal deflections
at the constraint for the nominal component system.












and [Scj)^ is given to the first order by
•-. ••. [0] ... [0]
••• ' • • ••• [0] i
[0] [a^'-1] [&J] [SJJ+l] [0]
[0] ... [0] ••'. •- .
(16a)
where d<t>k = [...,d4>lf(xc\...]T (18c)
The second-order perturbation matrix also could be easily ob-
tained. The modes of the mistuned assembly are perturbations
of the ones of the tuned system and are certainly not strongly
localized. Note that this perturbation approach only requires
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the solution of the tuned system, which can be obtained by
taking advantage of its periodicity properties.
Weak Coupling in All Component Modes
Here the stiffness k and the modal stiffness ratios (Rf)i = \^.,M
are assumed to be small, on the order of or smaller than the
dimensionless mistunings d^{\
R} < i = l,...,Af (19)
Note that if the condition of Eq. (19) is met for / = 1, it is likely
to be verified for / > 1 as well, since R? decreases as / increases.
For small k the natural frequencies of the tuned assembly are
clustered in M groups, or bands, with TV frequencies in each
narrow band. The width of these clusters decreases with k, and
the introduction of mistuning makes the frequencies constitut-
ing the bands move apart slightly. The classical perturbation
approach fails to analyze this small coupling case, because the
mode shape perturbations become large when disorder is intro-
duced (due to the closeness of the tuned eigenvalues), which
violates the underlying assumptions of asymptotic expan-
sions.6'10'14 This can be readily observed from the perturbation
expression, Eq. (A5), in Appendix A. Indeed, this failure of the
perturbation method can be exploited as a means of predicting
the occurrence of strong localization (see Ref. 14).
Therefore, the perturbation scheme has to be modified as
follows for the small coupling case. Since in Eq. (16) all of the
elements of [A] but the diagonal ones are small, the coupling
between component systems, as well as the mistuning, ought to
be treated as a perturbation. However, if both mistuning and
coupling are considered perturbations, the unperturbed matrix
becomes the identity matrix, leading to M TV-fold multiple
eigenvalues for the unperturbed system A/? corresponding to the
modes of identical decoupled component systems. Even though
the perturbation theory could still be applied to these multiple
eigenvalues, physical insight into mode localization would be
lost. Therefore, the key idea is to introduce mistuning in the
unperturbed system1 in order to split the unperturbed eigenval-
ues. This results in the (modified) unperturbed matrix
[A^] = [DIAG[diag(l













The elements of [A^] and \^A(w)] are on the order of one and
of the first order, respectively. Since mistuning among subsys-
tems is usually random, the unperturbed eigenvalues A^l +
dhty are likely to be simple. Also, note that Eqs. (20) and (21)
are a straightforward generalization of the method developed
for a chain of coupled pendulums.7
The unperturbed solution consists of the modes of the de-
coupled mistuned component systems, which have slightly




where ep is the pth canonical vector in an NM dimensional
space, consisting of zeros except for a one at the pth location.
Note that the/?th (modified) unperturbed mode is they'th mode
of the ith frequency band.
The perturbation matrix introduces (small) coupling be-
tween the component systems. Since the perturbed modes are
perturbations of decoupled oscillations at different natural fre-
quencies, they are expected to be strongly localized about indi-
vidual component systems. The modes corresponding to the
yth component system consist primarily of oscillations of the
j th system and of oscillations of lesser magnitude of its nearest
neighbors, the propagation range depending on the modal cou-
pling and mistuning. It is remarkable that the modified pertur-
bation method predicts localized modes without requiring one
to solve the eigenvalue problem. The perturbation theory for
the eigenvalue problem (see Appendix A and Refs. 18 and 19)
can be readily applied to Eqs. (20-22). The first-order
(modified) eigenvalue perturbation is
I/A;
Hence, the first-order perturbed eigenvalues are given by
(24)
The effects of (small) coupling and mistuning on the system
eigenvalues are now clear. Note that the band character of the
eigenvalues is evident from Eq. (24). The first-order eigenvec-
tor perturbation is
•n(m), log .
p=(j- q = (/ - l)Af (25)
The perturbed vector of normal coordinate amplitudes is read-
ily obtained as fjp=ep + <5iy£w), from which the perturbed con-
tinuous mode shape can be computed using Eq. (3).
In order to obtain physical insight into these results, Eq. (25)
can be approximated by using the fact that the modified unper-
turbed eigenvalues are clustered in narrow bands. One has
(26)
which is small (first order) only i f / = /', i.e., if both eigenvalues
belong to the same group. The other terms in the summation,
Eq. (25), yield small (at least one order of magnitude smaller)
perturbations and can be neglected. Furthermore, for / = /',
the only nonzero terms in the summation^are for j' =j—\ and
j -f 1, because of the tridiagonality of [dA(m\ yielding
+ Higher Order Terms (HOT) (27)
= (y - l)Af + i, y = l,...,7V, / = 1,...,M (22b)
where p' = (j — 2}M + / and p" =jM + i. For j = 1 (respec-
tively j = N), only the second (respectively first) term appears
in the right-hand side of Eq. (27). Note that for such a first-or-
der calculation, only the two nearest neighbors of theyth com-
ponent system are perturbed, leading to a mode shape strongly
localized about theyth system. A second-order analysis could
also be easily developed and would lead to a perturbation of
the four nearest neighbors (see Ref. 7). In general, the order of
the perturbation analysis should be determined by the degree
of localization of the modes, less strongly localized modes re-
quiring higher-order modified perturbation analyses.
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Equation (27) can also be written as
(28)
where b( = Rj[4>i(xc)]2/d^ is a ratio of modal coupling to disor-
der [for simplicity it is assumed here that <^(jcc) = <^(;cc), inde-
pendent of j]. The expression Eq. (28) shows that the degree of
localization in the iih group of modes depends only on the
ratios Rjl^^x^/d^ of modal coupling to modal disorder—a
result similar to the one derived for chains of coupled pendu-
lums.5'7 Here, however, it is obtained for an assembly ofmulti-
DOF component systems.
General Case
The coupling is unlikely to be either strong or weak in all
component modes. In general, a finite (not small) value of k
leads to finite values of Rj for the lower groups of modes and
to small values for the higher groups. Then the lower modes
remain extended (or only weakly localized), whereas for /
greater than some threshold value, strong localization occurs.
Moreover, localization is seen to become more and more pro-
nounced as the group number / increases (provided the modal
mistunings dk\ are all first-order for various /), since R} de-
creases as A; increases. In the limit / —> oo, the mistuned modes
become decoupled, whereas the tuned ones remain extended.
Furthermore, for any k (even arbitrarily large) and for any
mistuning (no matter how small), there exists a group number
/* such that for / > /*, all modes become strongly localized. The
conclusion is that the higher groups of modes are always local-
ized, the lower bound for the occurrence of localization de-
pending on k and on the mistuning strength.
Another interesting comment concerns the values of the
modal deflections at the constraint location ^-(xc). These
deflections determine the magnitude of the coupling terms in
[A] (and, therefore, the suitable perturbation schemes) as much
as the modal stiffness ratios do. Finite values of <^-(xc) have
little effect on the coupling between component systems and
thus on mode localization. On the other hand, if the constraint
is close to a node of the /th mode, then 0i(xc) is very small (or
zero), leading to small coupling between the component sys-
tems for the /th group of modes. In this case, even though
Rj may be finite or large, the /th rows of the submatrices
[diag(JR?)]^A.0/P are small, leading to small effective coupling in
the /th group of modes and, therefore, to a localized /th group
of modes. Also, the /th group may be localized, whereas the
neighboring (/ — l)th and (/ + l)th groups remain extended.
This is achieved if R2i+ l is finite and the constraint is located
close to one of the nodes of the /th component mode.
Therefore, the occurrence of localization in a group of
modes is determined by the relative magnitudes of 1) the modal
mistuning, and 2) the modal coupling, defined as the product of
the modal stiffness ratio and the modal deflection at the con-
straint Rffifac). Strong localization occurs if the latter is of the
order of or smaller than the former. In general, a variety of
cases can be encountered: 1) all modes strongly localized,
2) extended lower modes and localized higher modes, and
3) extended lower modes except for one group that is localized
due to the location of the constraint. It is important to empha-
size that if M is chosen large enough, the higher groups of
modes always will be localized.
The analysis of both extended and localized modes for a
given mistuning configuration can be easily performed by
combining the classical and modified perturbation methods. If
the coupling for the /th group R^jt(x^ is finite, only dfy must
be considered as a perturbation in the /th rows of the subma-
trices [Eq. (16)]. Conversely, if fl?0#xc) is on the order of d^
or smaller, the coupling terms in the /th rows of the subma-
trices are considered as perturbations, and dk( belongs to the
unperturbed matrix.
III. Localization for Coupled Beam Assemblies
Equations of Motion
The analysis of Sec. II is applied to the disordered assembly
of coupled component beams shown in Fig. 1. Each compo-
nent system is a uniform cantilevered beam. The square of the
natural frequencies of the nominal component beam are
A; = G>? (El I ml4), where d), is the /th dimensionless frequency of
a uniform clamped-free beam (the first six values are listed in
Appendix B), and El, m, and / are the beam's stiffness, mass per
unit length, and length, respectively. It is assumed that mistun-
ing originates from discrepancies in the terms (El/ml4). The
eigenvalues of the individual component systems then can be
written as
(29)
where d)J is the dimensionless mistuning for thejth component
system. Note that mistuning is the same in all component
modes. Nondimensionalizing the eigenvalues by the nominal
value (El/ml4) yields
(30)
Since no domain perturbation is considered, all beams have the
same length. For simplicity, it is further assumed that mistun-
ing originates from discrepancies in the stiffness El, not in the
mass m. This results in identical generalized masses for all
component systems without introducing a mode shape pertur-
bation d${. Moreover, the generalized masses Mt = ml = M
are also independent of the mode number. In general, of
course, mistuning could originate from local inhomogeneities
or boundary condition variations. This would result in differ-
ent component mode perturbations than the ones given in Eq.
(29), but these could be easily calculated by applying the per-
turbation theory for the continuous eigenvalue problem.19'20





x (sin/?,* — (31)
where (/?//)4 = a)2, and <^ = $,- independent of7, i.e., there is no
component mode shape perturbation due to mistuning.
In the next step, Eqs. (12-14) are readily applied to the beam
system. An important simplification is that the modal deflec-
tion vector (j> is now the same for all component systems. Fur-
thermore, the equations are made dimensionless by dividing
them by the nominal value El/ml4, resulting in the introduc-
tion of dimensionless eigenvalues d)2 and of the dimensionless












Equation (32) could also be written in the form of Eqs. (15)
and (16) by dividing the i'th rows of the submatrices by I,,
resulting in the modal stiffness ratios Rj = k/^. Once the
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Fig. 2 Modes of tuned (——, w') and mistuned (—, wm) assemblies of five beams for k = 3, xc = 1, and M = 6. The mistuning is dA1 = -0.055,
d\2 = 0.04, dA3 = -0.025, d\4 = 0.006, and d\5 = 0.055.













Fig. 3 Modes of tuned (——, «') and mistuned (—, wm) assemblies of three beams for k = 0.5, jcc = 1, and Af = 6. The mistuning is dX1 = -0.03,
d\2 = 0.02, and d\3 = -0.0.
eigensolution of [A] has been obtained, the continuous mode
shapes are computed using Eq. (3).
Results
Unless otherwise stated, results were obtained by direct solu-
tion procedure, not by perturbation methods. Tuned and mis-
tuned assemblies of three and five component beams were
studied. The random-like mistuning distributions had small
standard deviation estimates of 2.5 and 4.5% for three and five
beams, respectively, and are listed in the figure captions. Only
the value of the coupling stiffness £"was varied for a given small
mistuning, because the degree of localization depends only
upon the ratio of coupling to mistuning. Therefore, when local-
ization occurs, an increase in coupling is equivalent to a de-
crease in mistuning. Moreover, several constraint locations
were considered.
Figure 2 shows the lower 15 modes of tuned and mistuned
assemblies of five beams connected at their free ends for K = 3,
i.e., the spring stiffness equals the static stiffness of the nominal
beam. The corresponding natural frequencies are also listed.
Observe that the high frequencies are clustered in groups of
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five. Even though the lower five frequencies do not have a small
band character, the 6th to 10th and llth to 15th frequencies
constitute two narrow clusters. The band width is seen to de-
crease rapidly as the group number increases, which is a conse-
quence of the corresponding decrease in the modal stiffness
ratio Rl. The lower five frequencies do not exhibit a small band
character because the coupling in the first group of modes is
not small.
One observes in Fig. 2 that all of the modes of the tuned
system are extended, i.e., all beams vibrate with comparable
amplitudes (except when symmetry causes a beam to have a
zero deflection). Also, in a given group of modes, a single
component mode contributes largely to the motion. For in-
stance, in the lower five modes the beams deflect primarily in
the first component mode. In general, in the ith group of modes
the beams vibrate primarily in the ith component mode. This
can be explained by noting that the interbeam coupling is not
strong enough to distort significantly the deflection shapes of
the coupled assembly from the decoupled^component modes.
As will be seen later, for large values of k several component
modes may contribute significantly to the modes of the assem-
bly.
For the mistuned modes in Fig. 2, the lower five modes (first
group) are very similar to the corresponding tuned ones and do
not become localized. In the second group, the modes undergo
significant changes when small mistuning is introduced and
become partially localized. In the third band, the mistuned
modes are drastically different from the tuned ones, each mis-
tuned mode becoming strongly localized about one component
beam. Localization is so pronounced that the modes are almost
decoupled, i.e., they consist of oscillations of decoupled mis-
tuned beams. The conclusion is that localization becomes more
severe as the group number increases. This was predicted in
Sec. II by noting that the modal coupling decreases rapidly as
the component mode number increases, which causes the off-
diagonal coupling terms in Eq. (33) to become small relative to
the diagonal terms Xt. For the system of Fig. 2, the modal
stiffness ratios are 7?? = 0.24, R\ = 0.006, /^ = 8.10~4, and
^4 = 2.10~4, explaining that very strong localization occurs
for / > 3. As / continues to increase, stronger and stronger
localization occurs. Therefore, for the mistuned system, all the
higher modes are strongly localized, and an analysis not ac-
counting for small disorder would yield erroneous results.
Here, the confinement effect is, indeed, spectacular, as the mis-
tuning standard deviation is only 4.5%, and the coupling stiff-
ness is not small but equal to the beam's static stiffness.
Since the mistuned modes of the first group remain extended,
they are merely perturbations of the tuned modes. Conversely,
the mistuned modes of the third and higher groups are pertur-
bations of the modes of the decoupled mistuned system. To
illustrate this point, a combined classical and modified pertur-
bation method has been applied to a mistuned three-beam as-
sembly whose first group of modes remains extended while the
second group becomes strongly localized. For simplicity, two
component modes have been considered in the analysis (good






Fig. 4 Comparison of the modes of a mistuned assembly of three beams obtained by the exact method (-
modified perturbation method (—, o^); k = 0.5, xc = 1, and M = 2. Mistuning is as in Fig. 3.
-, to') and the combined classical and
















Fig. 5 Modes of tuned (——, «') and mistuned (—, wm) assemblies of three beams for k = 10, xc = 0.1, and M = 6. Mistuning is as in Fig. 3.
achieved in this case for M = 2). The classical scheme defined
in Eqs. (17) and (18) has been applied to the first group of
modes, whereas the modified method given by Eqs. (20) and
(21) has been used for the second group. Therefore, in Eq. (33),
only the mistuning I^dti was included in the first rows of the
submatrices constituting the perturbation matrix, while all the
coupling terms were included in their second rows. The unper-
turbed modes consist of the lower three modes of the tuned
system and of the three second modes of the decoupled mis-
tuned beams. The formulas given in Appendix A for the first-
order eigensolution perturbation were applied. The "exact"
modes of the tuned and mistuned systems are displayed in Fig.
3 for £ = 0.5 and xc = l. Observe that the first group remains
extended, while the higher groups are strongly localized. The
mistuned modes obtained by both the exact method and the
first-order perturbation method are displayed in Fig. 4 for the
first two groups. Excellent agreement is observed. For instance,
the maximum error is 0.2% for the natural frequencies. As
predicted, the first group is not localized by mistuning, whereas
the second group undergoes strong localization. Of course,
higher groups of modes would even be more strongly localized.
This example demonstrates that perturbation methods have
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the ability to predict and analyze localization without solving
the mistuned eigenvalue problem. Moreover, important physi-
cal insight is gained through these methods. Note also that a
second-order perturbation analysis could be easily imple-
mented.
Figure 5 displays J.he tuned and mistuned modes of a three-
beam assembly for k = 10 and xc = 0.1, i.e., the coupling stiff-
ness is large, and the constraint is located near the clamped
base of the beams. One observes that all groups of modes
exhibit a small-band character and that all of the mistuned
modes, even the lower three, become strongly localized. Again,
localization is stronger in the higher modes. The occurrence of
localization in the first frequency cluster can be explained by
noting that, even though A7 is large, the coupling between com-
ponent systems in the first group of modes is determined by
£</>i(X)/^i> which is small because of the small value of (/>i(0.1).
Thus, even though the coupling stiffness is 20 times the one of
Fig. 3, all modes are strongly localized because the coupling is
rendered small by the small modal deflections at the constraint
location.
_Figure 6 is for beams very strongly coupled at their tips
(k = 100). There is no small-band character for the first nine
frequencies and, accordingly, the lower nine modes do not
become localized. However, the 10th to 12th and 13th to 15th
frequencies are clustered in two groups of small widths. Weak
localization occurs in the fourth band, whereas the modes of
the fifth group are strongly localized. This can be easily ex-
plained by considering Eq. (33), as the modal stiffness ratios
k/%{ are very large for the lower modes but become small in the
fourth and fifth bands, allowing localization to occur. The con-
clusion is that even for (arbitrarily) large coupling, localized
modes always occur at high frequencies, the threshold value
being determined by the value of the spring stiffness and by the
location of the constraint.
It is also worth noting that in Fig. 6 the lower six modes are
quite different from the ones shown in Figs. 2-5 for smaller
values of k, both in terms of mode shapes and natural frequen-
cies. This is because the high value of the spring stiffness causes
a distortion in the lower modes, thereby making several com-
ponent modes participate significantly in the global modes.
However, this distortion becomes smaller in the fourth fre-
quency cluster and negligible in the fifth one. This is explained
by noting that the modal coupling becomes small in these
bands, in which case the global modes vibrate primarily in the
single corresponding component mode. Another interpretation
is that the higher modes are stiffer than the lower ones; hence,
the coupling stiffness has much less effect on the former than
on the latter.
Figure 7 is an interesting illustration of the importance of the
constraint location. An assembly of three strongly coupled
beams (K= 100) interconnected at xc = 0.7829 is considered.
The constraint is located at (or very near) the node of the
second component mode, i.e., </>2(xc) — 0- The second band of
the tuned assembly has a threefold multiple (or nearly multi-
ple) eigenvalue, as can be seen from Fig. 7 and Eq. (33). This
(nearly) multiple eigenvalue is split by mistuning, yielding a
narrow cluster. Also note that the last mode of the first group
changes position to actually become the sixth mode. This is
because the frequencies of the first group are much further
apart for xc — 0.78 than for xc = 1, and also because the fre-
quencies in the second group are lower for xc = 0.78 (due to
zero coupling in the second group) than for xc = 1. As ex-
pected, because of the large coupling stiffness, the modes of the
first group (1st, 2nd, and 6th modes) remain extended. On the
other hand, the modes of the second band (3rd, 4th, and 5th
modes) become very strongly localized when mistuning is
introduced, because the coupling terms in the second rows of
the submatrices in Eq. (33) are (nearly) zero, since </>2(*c) ^ 0.
The modes of the third and fourth groups are only partially
localized. Hence, if the beams are interconnected at or near a
component mode's node, the corresponding group of global
modes become strongly localized when small mistuning is in-
troduced, even for very large coupling. Also, some higher
groups of modes may not become localized, leading to the
concept of "transient" localization (in the modal domain).
Discussion
The above results show that small disorder may have drastic
effects on the dynamics of the system. The degree of localiza-
tion depends upon the ratio of modal mistuning (A{) to modal
coupling [Rj(/>j(xc)]9 with localization occurring if both quanti-
ties are small and if this ratio is on the order of one or larger.
For the beam system, the modal mistuning was considered to
be constant, which may or may not be the case for physical
systems. The modal coupling is determined by the spring stiff-
ness constant, the component mode number, and the modal
deflection at the constraint location. The modal coupling de-
creases rapidly as the component mode number increases;
hence, for arbitrarily large coupling stiffness and arbitrarily
small mistuning, strong localization occurs in all modes higher
than some threshold number. Also, strong localization occurs
in the groups of modes whose primary component mode has a
node at or near the constraint location. Localization may or
may not occur in the neighboring groups of modes depending
on the coupling strength. Hence, localization may appear in a
group of modes, then disappear, and eventually reappear in the
higher modes.
The criterion formulated in Refs. 5 and 7 for a chain of
coupled pendulums can be seen to apply readily to assemblies
of component systems, as follows. The modal mistuning di-
rectly determines the spread in the natural frequencies of the
individual mistuned component systems. Furthermore, the
value of the modal coupling R^ty^x^ determines the width of
the frequency bands of the tuned system, as can be seen readily
from Eq. (33) and from the natural frequencies listed in Figs.
2-7. [Note that the band character is lost for large values of
JR?(^.(jcc).] This is also readily evidenced by the modified pertur-
bation expression of the eigenvalues, Eq. (24). For instance, for
small Rj the /th frequency cluster of the tuned system becomes
narrow, and for </>XX-) = 0? multiple eigenvalues occur for the
tuned system. Therefore, it can be stated that strong localiza-
tion occurs in a given group of modes if the width of the
corresponding frequency band of the tuned system is on the
order of or smaller than the spread in individual frequencies
(due to mistuning) of the component systems, and if both
quantities are small—a generalization of the criterion origi-
nally formulated in Refs. 5 and 7.
Finally, although the above study has shown that strong
localization occurs only for small (first-order) values of the
modal coupling, it is of interest to investigate what happens in
the strong coupling case as the number of component systems
is increased. Figure 8 displays selected tuned and mistuned
modes of an assembly of beams connected at their tips for
£=3. Mistuning has intentionally been chosen very small, of
standard deviation 0.3%. Figure 8 displays the tip displace-
ment of the beams in the first mode of the second frequency
cluster for various numbers of beams. For a 30-beam assembly,
mistuning has very little effect on the mode shape, as is ex-
pected in this strong coupling case. As the number of beams
increases to 50, though, the mode begins to be localized, and
for 100 beams the mode shape is localized to a relatively small
geometric region of the assembly. It is remarkable that this
occurs for a finite modal coupling and a very small mistuning.
Further increasing the number of beams would produce more
pronounced localization. For larger mistuning of standard de-
viation 3.0%, localization becomes stronger, as shown in Fig.
9 for assemblies of 30 and 50 beams. Even though localization
would only be partial for an assembly of three or four beams,
the effect shown in Fig. 9 for 50 beams is, indeed, spectacular.
Such mode localization is referred to as weak localization
and was recently studied by Kissel.15 Contrary to strong local-
ization that occurs over a few component systems, weak local-
ization requires a large number of substructures to occur and
features a slower spatial decay; therefore, it is believed to be










Fig. 6 Modes of tuned (——, <o') and mistuned (—, com) assemblies of three beams for k = 100, xc = 1, and M = 7. Mistuning is as in Fig. 3.





















Fig. 7 Modes of tuned (——, w') and mistimed (—, wm) assemblies of three beams for k = 100, xc = 0.7829, and M = 7. Mistuning is as in Fig. 3.
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c) 100 beams (101st mode shown)
Fig. 8 First mode of the second frequency group of tuned and mistuned assemblies for k = 3 and xc = 1. The tip displacements of the component
beams are shown. The mistuning standard deviation is 0.3%.

















b) 50 beams (51st mode shown)
Fig. 9 Same as Fig. 8 for a 3% mistuning standard deviation.
less important than strong localization for most engineering
structures, even though weak localization effects could be sig-
nificant for structures with large numbers of substructures such
as bladed-disk assemblies. The occurrence of weak localization
also can be tentatively explained by the failure of the classical
perturbation analysis. Similarly to strong localization, the per-
turbation approach fails because the eigenvalues of the tuned
system are close, thereby making the corresponding eigenvec-
tor perturbation of order one rather than of the first order. The
difference is that for strong localization the eigenvalues are
close because the modal coupling is small, whereas for weak
localization, even though modal coupling is large or finite, the
eigenvalues are close because systems with large numbers of
substructures have a high modal density. The cumulative effect
over N terms produces an eigenvector perturbation of order
one rather than of the first order, leading to a localized mode.
Increasing the number of substructures, therefore, clearly leads
to weak localization, even in the strong coupling case.
Convergence
The convergence of the component mode analysis has been
checked carefully for each of the above calculations. In general,
the convergence is excellent, and for the values of the coupling
stiffness considered here, the maximum number of component
modes necessary to ensure converged frequency values is
M — 1. The component mode analysis converges very quickly
when the dimensionless modal couplings Rfyfac^ are small,
since then a single component mode primarily contributes to
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the global modes. The least rapid convergence occurs in the
lower modes for large values of k. Six or seven modes then are
necessary to ensure a very good convergence. For example, for
k = 100, using seven component modes leads to natural fre-
quencies of the first group of modes converged up to the second
decimal place.
IV. Conclusions
1) Nearly periodic structures such as assemblies of compo-
nent systems are highly sensitive to small disorder. Under cer-
tain conditions, the extended modes of the tuned system
become strongly localized when small mistuning is introduced.
2) Combined classical and modified perturbation methods
have been developed that predict the occurrence of strong
mode localization and analyze the characteristics of localized
modes.
3) Strong localization occurs in a given group of modes if
the corresponding modal coupling is on the order of or smaller
than the modal mistuning. The degree of localization depends
only on the ratio of modal coupling to disorder and increases
as this ratio decreases.
4) Since the modal coupling decreases as the component
mode number increases, localization occurs more easily in the
higher groups of modes than in the lower ones. For arbitrarily
large coupling stiffness and small mistuning, mode localization
is unavoidable if the mode number is large enough. If the
coupling constraint is located at the node of a component
mode, the corresponding group of modes becomes very
strongly localized.
Appendix A: First-Order Eigensolution Perturbation
The n by n unperturbed real matrix [A0] has n eigenvalues
and right and left eigenvectors denoted by \o/, JCQ/, and yQi,
respectively, that are assumed to be real. Distinct eigenvalues
are assumed. The perturbed matrix [A] is
where [SA] is the first-order perturbation matrix. Considering
Taylor expansions of the perturbed eigensolution
lf = A0l- + <5A,. (A2)
xi = XQJ + dXi (A3)
the first-order perturbations <5X/ and &t/ can be shown to be
(A4)
~U7, i = !,...,«j = i yojXQj AO/ — AQ/
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